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This is a very useful utility that I am grateful for being able to use. I am not running it on a LAN, but on a network as if it was a "printer server". Anyway, I'd like to use it only for printing, not for accessing the "server" (even for showing data on the device). Is there any way to have jinitiator do this? It seems to include a "Print Filter" by default, but its
unclear to me if there is a way to change the behavior. This is a big problem for me! Has anybody encountered this problem with Jinitiator 1.3.1.22, I created a forms applet with jinitiator and an oracle database that includes a print applet with oracle forms and added it to a web site to allow anonymous users to see it. The problem I am having is that
the client cant print. I understand that this is more of a JAVA problem than an oracle question but since the problem is caused by oracle let me do the question, how is oracle set up for printing? Hello, The problem i am having is when i try to access my applet from another window, ie I run jinitiator forms applet on my desktop in the background and

open a new window, I will not be able to access the applet from the second windows. I get two errors, one is "unable to contact applet.." the other is "The Print Image cannot be printed." I use Jinitiator 1.3.1.22 and Windows 7. When I add new resource JAR, I see that I have two JARs with the same name, mail & domain, but different name/path (i.e. two
different JARs, two different solutions). I try to add one of these two JARs into applet properties, save it and double click on the applet. Jinitiator takes the single JAR from the mail_domain, but one of the two other JARs is ignored.
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